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Term 1 Week 2

English

Math

This week we started our SPAG lessons, this week we were learning all
about vowels and consonants. Maybe you could ask your child in their
spellings how many vowels and consonants are in each word. After
that we started our first English text which is ‘The Day the Crayons
Quit’ by Drew Daywalt. First, we looked at the front cover and
predicted why the crayons might’ve quit. Then when we read the text
we then wrote what we thought our favourite crayon would’ve done
once they quit drawing!

In Math this week we have been continuing our learning of Place Value.
We have been learning about one more than any given number to 100.
We had to read the questions carefully to ensure an understanding of
the questions. For example. __ is one more than 13, which is one more
than __. Following on from this, we were recapping our knowledge of
number lines and working out where numbers would go between 0-100.
We then investigated problems such as ‘If my start number is 62 and
my end number is 72, what would be the 4th number?’ 

Science
We started our Science learning on Humans this week. First
we looked at the meaning of survive and what humans and
all living things need to survive. We discussed the
difference between need and want. We then compared a
non-living object such as a robot to our favourite animals
and discussed similarities and differences. 



Dates

History
Our learning based on The Great Fire of London continued. We
started learning about what life would’ve been like in the 16th Century.
We discussed different jobs people would’ve had then, such as a
scullery maid, chimney-sweep, an apothecary. We then compared those
jobs to jobs that people have now.  We focused on the role of the
fire fighters, looked at the equipment they had to put out fires and
compared it to the present. 

Individual Photos - Friday 29th September
Woodland Learning - Thursday 5th October

Homework
Please read daily and record it in your Reading Record Book.
Please start to learn the two times tables (from 2x0 to
2x12). The children will not be tested just yet, but it is
important to start learning the two times tables (in any
order). 
Please learn the spellings (Uploaded to Seesaw) to be tested
next Thursday.

Dates


